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1 Introduction

The purpose of a wing on a road vehicle is to provide negative lift, or downforce.

This presses the vehicle down onto the road surface, which in turn increases the grip that

the vehicle’s tires have on the road surface. The increased downforce can be useful in two

main ways: Firstly, at high speed some cars suffer from low static pressure over the rear

trunk area, and so the vehicle tends to be lifted (‘sucked’) away from the road surface, an

affect which a rear wing (or spoiler) can counteract. Secondly, downforce can be used to

re-balance a vehicle’s weight distribution. For example, when a car is braking, there is a

weight shift towards the front of the vehicle. As the rear axle is providing less of the

normal reaction force, the rear tires have less grip, and so the rear of the vehicle may

slide or skid. To avoid this situation a rear wing can be used, similar to the one shown in

Figure 1.

Figure 1: Nissan SkyLine R34   (©BOMEX USA Inc.)

In this arrangement, the rear wing provides downforce localized over the rear axle,

ensuring that there is always a substantial normal reaction at the rear axle, and hence

adequate tire grip. If a fixed wing were used, then excessive drag would be produced

when traveling at constant speed, when the extra downforce is not actually required. This
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excessive drag manifests itself as an increase in fuel consumption. If a variable wing

were to be used, however, its angle of attack (or profile) could be continuously adjusted

to provide a balance between downforce and drag, or safety and fuel consumption.

Unfortunately the use of active aerodynamic surfaces is currently outlawed in

almost all classes of motor sport. This would limit the application of such a wing to road

vehicles. The need for wings still remains valid as many cars, such as the SkyLine

pictured in Figure 1, can easily attain speeds in excess of 150mph, and in some countries,

such as Germany, these speeds are also permitted on public roads. These cars can be

accurately described as street legal racing cars. A car with such a performance potential

would need to be made especially safe, as the average driver is unlikely to have the

ability of a professional racing driver.

2 Objective

The main objective of the project will be to test the effectiveness and performance

of an active rear wing control system. The wing will be made active by varying the angle

of attack and hence the downforce (negative lift) that the wing is producing. The

effectiveness of the control system is a measure of the actual downforce that a rear wing

can produce, and is testing whether a wing of the size and profile typically used on a road

vehicle can actually produce enough downforce to restore the grip of the vehicle to safe

levels. The performance of the active rear wing is a measure of the response and accuracy

of the control system. An example of the response time would be the time lag between

when the driver depresses the brake pedal and when the wing moves to a position where

it is producing enough downforce to maintain safe grip levels at the rear of the vehicle.
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An example of the accuracy of the control system would be a measure of how often the

downforce supplied by the wing matches the downforce that is needed. The control

system will be designed to increase the downforce during a braking maneuver, and hence

counteract the forward weight shift as described in section 1.

3 Previous Work

Relating to wings,  extensive research was done by the National Advisory

Committee on Aeronautics (NACA), resulting in the NACA families of 4 and 5 digit

profiles. There are also various software programs that provide lift and drag curves for

these profiles, such as Xfoil1. These curves can be used to determine the most suitable

profile to use for the rear wing, and once this is chosen, to determine control system

parameters (see section 4.2.2). The widespread use of wings in motor sport means that

there are more detailed analyses available of both the wing itself, and also the

aerodynamic characteristics of the rest of the vehicle. Compilations of such data are

available, such as in Katz’s book “Race Car Aerodynamics”2, which also includes data

specifically relating to road vehicles.

As mentioned previously, active aerodynamics have been outlawed in motor sport,

and so no research or previous works exist on this topic. In road applications, there has

only been a very limited implementation of active aerodynamics. The most successful

example is the rear spoiler used on the Porsche 911 Carrera3. This spoiler raises at 70

mph to try and keep the grip of the rear tires at safe levels. The spoiler then retracts when

the speed drops below 50 mph. As such this is a binary control system, with only two

possible output states. This could be refined by using a continuously controlled variation.
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4 Technical Approach

To meet the objectives of the project, a half scale wing will be constructed and

subsequently tested in the Wright Brothers Wind Tunnel (WBWT). This wing will be

actively actuated by varying the angle of attack using the sting already installed under the

floor of the WBWT. The actuation will be controlled using a computer running

LabVIEW4, which will be responsible for both running the control system and also

collecting the data. A schematic representation of the overall experimental set up is

shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 – Experimental Overview

The apparatus that will be manufactured and installed in the WBWT is shown on

the left hand side of Figure 2 and consists of the a wing mounted on the load cell. The

wing is built so that its angle of attack can be varied using the sting motor under the

tunnel floor. Moving from left to right through Figure 2, the wing is connected to the
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controller via two electrical signals and the Data Acquisition (DAQ) Board. The input

lines take real time readings of the downforce that the wing is producing, and contain a

continuously varying analogue signal. The output lines control the sting motor, and so the

angle of attack of the wing. The electrical signal in the input lines is a digital pulsed

control, as the sting motor is based on a stepper control system. On the right of Figure 2,

the DAQ board is connected to a computer running a program that will be designed and

written in LabVIEW. This program will be responsible for both the recording of the data

from the tests (the real time downforce) and the actuation of the sting motor.

4.1 Experimental Hardware Manufacturing

A side-on view of the testing rig that needs to be constructed is shown in Figure 3.

Mount

Wing

Sting

Figure 3: Experimental Hardware Set up
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With reference to Figure 3, the mount, sting, actuator (sting motor) and load cell are

all parts that are already installed in the WBWT. To complete the set up, the bracket and

wing will need to be manufactured. The bracket is rigidly mounted onto the top of the

mount, and the wing is fixed onto the top of the bracket, allowing for free rotational

movement, so that the angle of attack can be varied.

4.1.1 Wing Design and Manufacture

The wing that will be manufactured is shown in Figure 4, and an engineering

drawing of the wing is included in Appendix A

Figure 4 – CAD image of wing

The wing has a span of 890mm and a chord of 130mm, and is based on a NACA

2412 profile. This profile was selected because it closely resembled the thin wings

typically found on road vehicles, and its aerodynamic characteristics were very favorable.
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Figure 5 shows the predicted lift and moment coefficients for this profile, generated by

Xfoil.

 Figure 5 – NACA 2412 Profile

As can be seen, the wing will not stall for angles of attack between 0˚ and 10˚, and

over this operating range exhibits a sizeable change in the lift coefficient, CL. The

moment coefficient (also plotted in Figure 5) also exhibits very limited variation. This

means that the motor drive used will not have to provide an excessively large torque in

order to be able to actuate the wing.

The wing will be built with a foam core, which will be cut to the required profile

using a Computer Numerical Controlled (CNC) hot wire cutter. The use of a CNC cutter

allows the required NACA profile to be accurately reproduced. The CNC cutter will also

cut a 9mm diameter hole spanwise through the wing, passing through the quarter chord

position. Into this a plastic tube will be inserted, of outer diameter 9mm and inner

diameter 7mm. The three cut outs shown on the underside of the wing in Figure 4 will

then be created. The central cut out is for mounting the sting on wing, and the two cut
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outs 75mm each side of the center line are where the bracket mounts into the wing.

Finally, the wing will be laminated using glass fiber tape.

4.1.2 Bracket Design and Manufacture

The bracket that will be manufactured is shown in Figure 6, and again there is an

engineering drawing in Appendix A. The bracket is to be made from steel, and has

overall external dimensions of 56x116x150mm. It is proposed to machine the bracket

from a solid block of steel, using the high pressure water cutter where necessary. The

bracket is to have thickness of 5mm throughout. This figure was arrived at from a trade

off between the structural strength needed for high speed wind tunnel tests, and the need

to keep the drag of the bracket to a minimum.

Figure 6 – CAD image of bracket
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The two larger 12.5mm diameter holes shown at the bottom of Figure 6 are used for

securing the bracket to the top of the mount in the WBWT. The underside of the bracket

is designed to prevent the rotation about this bolt, ensuring an absolutely rigid mating

between bracket and mount. The smaller 7mm diameter holes at the top of Figure 6 are

where the bracket is hinged to the wing. Unlike the lower part of the bracket, the top is

designed for free rotation of the wing about these holes. The holes will also be lined with

a thin layer of plastic to act as a bearing and solid lubricant.

4.1.3 Component Assembly

Figure 7 shows how the bracket will be joined to the wing. The left hand image in

Figure 7 shows a side on view of the wing and bracket, and the right hand image shows a

view of the underside of the wing and bracket assembly.

Figure 7 – CAD image of assembly
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The bracket will be inserted into the two holes cut into the underside of the wing,

and then a 7mm steel shaft will be inserted through the quarter chord of the wing (in the

plastic tube) and through the two 7mm holes in the bracket. To prevent the steel of the

bracket from rubbing against the foam or glass fiber, two rectangular plastic spacers (four

in total) will be used at either side of the top parts of the bracket. These will act as

bearings, preventing the bracket and wing seizing and being unable to rotate. An

exploded CAD drawing of the assembly is contained in Appendix A. CAD drawings

detailing the spacers and shaft are also contained in Appendix A.

4.2 Control System Design

The control system will be entirely implemented in LabVIEW, and will utilize a

combined Analogue-to-Digital (AD) and Digital-to-Analogue (DA) board, the DAQ

board, to control the motor and to read the position of the wing and the forces.

The purpose of the control system is to always maintain the desired output, given a

certain input. This can be employed in either an open loop or a closed loop design. In the

former, the control system will utilize a ‘map’, whereby the inputs are read and then an

output is calculated (or looked up in an internal table). In a closed loop system, the output

is fed back into the input stage, which creates a more stable system and also allows for

errors in the ‘map’ being used. In both situations the control loop contains a ‘plant’ which

is the physical system being modeled, and the ‘controller’, which controls the plant. In

this experiment the plant is the motor driving the sting. The controller will be fully

implemented in LabVIEW code.
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The control system as used in the experiment is split into two distinct parts. The

first is the control system as it would appear in a real road vehicle. As applied in a road

vehicle, the control system is designed to monitor the front and rear axle loadings, and

adjust the angle of attack of the wing until the two loadings are balanced, leading to a

balanced and so safer car. In the experiment, however, a wing in isolation is being tested.

As such an additional control will need to be used in conjunction with the first part. The

second part of the control system is designed to provide a translation system that will

map the downforce of the wing in the tunnel to equivalent front and rear axle loadings

and associated road speed and decelerations that can then be fed into the first part of the

control system. As the only output from part one of the control system is the angle of

attack change, this can be mapped directly to the wing in the tunnel. A further

complication to the control system occurs because in a real vehicle the airspeed (or more

appropriately the road speed) is varying. This is of course especially the case in the

braking maneuver being tested. As the WBWT has not been calibrated for unsteady flow

testing, the wind tunnel tests will need to be carried out at constant airspeed. Such

constant speed testing will add an additional translation map that takes the lift force

recorded by the wing in the tunnel, scales it to the actual velocity that the vehicle would

be traveling at, and then feeds it to the physics simulator. Thus, the final controller will

include a “Force Calculator”, which takes in the input of velocity and deceleration and

outputs a desired downforce for the wing to produce. The smaller speed scaling

translation map is carried out using the “Wing Model” calculator.
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4.2.1 Vehicle Force Calculator Design

The force map is designed to translate real world axle loadings to and from the

downforce experienced by the airfoil.

Figure 8- Vehicle Forces

Table 1 – Force Controller - Definitions

V Vehicle velocity
a=dv/dt Vehicle deceleration
N1, N2 Normal forces on axles
F1,F2 Friction forces
Lv, Dv, Mv Lift, Drag, Moment of vehicle less wing
Lw, Dw, Mw Lift, Drag, Moment of wing
d1, d2 Horizontal distance from axle to CM
hC Height of CM above ground
hW Height of wing above ground
m, W Mass, weight of vehicle
AR Wing aspect ratio
e Wing span efficiency factor
q0=1/2ρv2 Free stream dynamic pressure
SW Wing surface area
Af Car frontal area
CDv Vehicle drag coefficient
CLv Vehicle lift coefficient
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Figure 8 shows the forces acting on a typical road vehicle during a braking

(deceleration) maneuver. The mapping of the axle loads (N1, N2) to the wing lift force

(LW) can be found from a simple force and moment balance:

F max =∑ D D F F W a gw V+ + + =1 2 ( / ) (1)

Fy =∑ 0 N N L W LV W1 2 0+ + − − = (2)

MCM =∑ 0 − + + − + − + + + =( ) ( )F F h N d N d D h h L d M Mc w w c w w V w1 2 1 1 2 2 0 (3)

In generating equations (1)-(3), the following assumptions are made:

D D L q AR eW W W= ( , , , )0
= L

eARq S
w

w

2

0π (4)

D D qV V= ( )0 = C q AD fv 0 (5)

L L qV V= ( )0 = C q AL fv 0 (6)

MV = 0 (7)

Mw = 0 (8)

 The drag and lift coefficients for the vehicle less wing will be based on

documented values. For example, the lift and drag coefficients for a 1986 Subaru XT (a

typical sedan car) are 0.10 and 0.30 respectively5. If these values are assumed to be

constant, and to always act through the center of mass (CM), then equation (7) holds true.

As was shown in Figure 5, the moment coefficient of the wing on its own, CMw, is

negligible, hence showing the validity of the assumption in equation (8). The assumption

in equation (4) is based on the induced drag parabola from finite wing theory, as

described in Anderson6. Note that the friction drag of the wing is incorporated into DV,

the drag of the entire vehicle.
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The eight equations (1)-(8) are combined to form a system of three equations and

four unknowns: F=F1+F2, N1, N2 and Lw. In order to make the system solvable, an

additional equation has to be formulated.

N N1 2= (9)

Equation (9) can be described as the goal of the control system, in trying to keep

the vehicle in a balanced condition. The forces model can now provide a complete

translation map linking the vehicles forward speed and acceleration to the desired lift

produced by the wing, LW.

4.2.2 Wing Model Design

By comparison with the force calculator, the wing model system is much simpler.

The idea of the model is to take an input of the desired lift force and to output an angle of

attack (angle of attack) that would achieve this value at the test speed being used. The

calculation of the angle of attack utilizes thin airfoil theory in combination with finite

wing theory, again as presented in Anderson7. The first stage of the model is to make the

desired lift force LW non-dimensional by scaling on the dynamic pressure, such that:

C
L

u SL
W

W
W

=
∞

1
2

2ρ (10)

Note that here the velocity u∞ is the airspeed in the wind tunnel, as opposed to the

road speed, v, being modeled in the force calculator.

The lift coefficient can then be expressed in terms of the angle of attack, α, and so a

formula that generates α from CLw can be found, which is equation (12).
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C a a
a

a ARL LW
= − =

+ +=( )
( ) /( )

α α
τ π0
0

01 1
               (11)

α α τ
π

α= + + +







 = += =L L L La AR
C k C

w w0
0

0 1

1 1
(12)

In equations (11) and (12), a0, is the 2D lift curve slope, and τ is the loss in lift due

to a non-elliptic lift distribution.

4.2.3 – Open Loop Controller

The simplest kind of controller that could be used is of the open loop design. The

control system for this is shown in Figure 9. The control loop in Figure 9 contains the

force calculator and wing model as detailed in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 respectively.

Figure 9 – Open Loop Controller

Following the signal path from left to right, firstly the deceleration and road speed

are input to the force calculator, which in turn generates a desired lift force for the wing.

This is translated to an angle of attack by the wing model. The desired angle of attack is

then translated to an electrical signal that can drive the actuator. The final output is the

actual lift being generated by the wing, which is dependent on the actual aerodynamics of

the wing in the wind tunnel. This actual lift will be the recorded data variable.
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The problem with such an open loop system is that there is no way to modify the

angle of attack if the actual lift is not equal to the desired lift. This situation can arise

through invalid assumptions in the models being used, but also flow anomalies in the

tunnel itself. An improvement would be to close a loop that uses the actual lift being

generated.

The “Angle Check” is part of the safety system, which will be described again in

section 6. The purpose of this is to prevent excessive angles of attack being demanded by

the controller, so that the angle of attack is always kept with in certain limits that avoid

stall.

4.2.4 Closed Loop Controller

A closed loop system utilizes the actual lift force being generated by the wing, and

so can compensate for errors in the models being used. The closed loop system is shown

in Figure 10.

Figure 10 – Closed Loop Controller
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The controller shown in Figure 10 is similar to that in Figure 9, with an additional

feedback added that uses the actual lift in determining the most appropriate angle of

attack. The system as shown is a proportional controller, with a gain of K. This gain

determines the speed of response and the accuracy of the controller, as it determines how

great an affect the actual lift has in determining the angle of attack. For very low values

of K, the system behaves more like an open loop system. For very high values of K the

system relies heavily on the actual lift, so whilst being able to compensate for errors in

the model, the system would also be very sensitive – and may tend to ‘flutter’ the wing.

The scaling factor, q0/qw is introduced because the desired lift is based on a full

size wing, whereas the measured (actual) lift is that of the half-scale model being tested.

This scaling increases the actual lift by a factor of two squared, or four.
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5 Measurements

5.1 Test Matrix

The main test matrix is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11 – The Test Matrix

As shown in Figure 11, there are three variables being considered. These are the

deceleration rate, the initial velocity and the type of the controller. In terms of the

experimental set up detailed previously, the deceleration is the parameter ‘a’ that is input

into the control system, and the initial velocity determines ‘v’ at t=0. The values

displayed above were generated from real-world data regarding high performance cars. In

Europe (where in some places there is no speed limit) most high performance cars have

electronic speed governors that limit the vehicles to 155mph. Hence, testing above

150mph would be impractical. Similarly when under hard braking, high performance cars

pull slightly over 1g (9.8 ms-2). The deceleration of 5ms-2 simulates more moderate
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braking. As shown in Figure 11, there are two possible types of controller, namely open

and closed loop. If time permits this dimension can be extended by looking at different

values of K for the closed loop system (only one possible open loop controller exists).

It is important to note that the speeds shown in the test matrix are not those being

used in the wind tunnel. As a force calculator is being used, the wind tunnel test speed is

not related to the road speed ‘v(t)’ being input to the controller. Hence, the choice of

wind tunnel test speed is entirely arbitrary. In terms of being able to produce the required

forces, the highest possible speed should be used. However at such high speeds, the

structural strength of the apparatus becomes very important. For these reasons, a tunnel

test speed of 40ms-1 will be used. The bracket and wing were designed to be able to cope

with the stresses that would arise from testing at 50ms-1, so testing at 40ms-1 introduces an

extra safety margin. If necessary the test speed can be further reduced if the wing appears

to be experiencing excessive stresses, or appears likely to fail structurally.

In all tests the two variables that are being recorded are the desired lift as calculated

by the Force Calculator and the actual lift as recorded by the load cell. These will both be

recorded as functions of time.

5.2 Data Acquisition Method

LabVIEW is not only used to run the controller, but is also used to record and store

the data. Figure 12 is a schematic showing the data flow in the experiment.
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Figure 12 – Schematic of DAQ model

The PCI-6031E DAQ board (a combined DA and AD board) has a 16-bit resolution

and a maximum sampling frequency of 1000Hz8. The data that will be captured is the

wing lift as a function of time.

5.3 Data Processing

Figure 13 shows some expected data. The required lift curve is generated using the

force calculator detailed in section 4.2.1. The measured lift curve is a prediction of the

kind of data that is expected from the experiments.

Simulated Required Wing Lift
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2000

-2 0 2 4 6 8 10
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Lw
 (N

)

Required Lift
Measured Lift

Figure 13 – Sample Data
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The data observed in Figure 13 can be analyzed and the results of this analysis can

be referenced to the original objectives presented in section 2 with relative ease. The first

objective, testing the effectiveness of the control system, is a test to see whether the two

lines on Figure 13 converge. If the measured lift can never meet the required lift then the

system has failed. The performance of the control system (the second objective) is a

measure of how long it takes for the measured lift to converge with the required lift. In

the example of Figure 13, it takes just under four seconds for the two to converge.

Another measure of performance that can be taken is to see what the maximum lift

deficiency is (and so what the lowest safety margin is). In Figure 12 the greatest

deficiency occurs after one second, at which time this deficiency has risen to over 1kN. It

is important to make sure that this deficiency never compromises the safety of the

vehicle.

5.4 Calibration

The LabVIEW computer, DA/AD board and load cell being used are all those that

are already present in the WBWT, and so will all be pre-calibrated. The actuator, whilst

being the motor already installed in the WBWT, will not be driven using the normal

apparatus. As such the motor drive will need to be calibrated, so that the relationship

between motor position (and hence angle of attack of the wing) and the control signal

applied to the motor is known. The drive is most likely to be pulsed control, either

operating as a stepper motor or as a servo motor.
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The actuator in the WBWT will also need to be calibrated for angle readings. The

angle of the wing is required for the angle check, required for safety. The existing

controller has a display of the angle, but as this cannot be used directly, a new calibration

will be required.

5.5 Errors

There are two main error categories in this project: those that lie in the experiments

and those that lie in the modeling.

Experimental errors include measurement errors in the load cell readings, actuator

reading and flow speed reading. These may arise from calibration errors and also from

electrical noise in the signals and cabling. Wind tunnel wall affects are assumed to be

negligible. This is a good assumption as the wing has a span of only 890mm, and so is

taking only a fraction of the tunnel cross section. Finally discretization errors will arise

when using LabVIEW. With a sampling frequency of 1000Hz, however, these will be

very small. The aerodynamic characteristics of the bracket will also inevitably be

measured inadvertently. The bracket would affect the drag of the wing quite substantially,

but as this is not being measured it does not matter. The lift of the bracket can safely be

assumed to be negligible.

There are also errors associated with the modeling assumptions being employed.

The wing being tested is being modeled in a free stream. In a real sports car, the rear

wing is almost always mounted in the wake of the cabin area. As was shown in Figure 1,

the rear wing of the Nissan SkyLine is lower than the roofline. If the wake were to be
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modeled, however, it would be difficult to make general predictions of the wing’s

behavior. The wake created by the cabin is heavily dependent on the geometry of the

cabin, and so every different vehicle design will have a different wake, making modeling

very difficult. The experiments would have most likely been limited to a case study of a

particular vehicle. The wing is also being tested in a steady flow, whereas in a real

braking maneuver the flow is unsteady. This assumption is valid because the tests are

being performed in a clean, un-separated flow, and so it is safe to assume that the lift

coefficient is constant for all sub-critical flow speeds at any given angle of attack. If the

wake were to have been modeled, then this assumption would not have held. Finally there

will be modeling errors in the finite wing theory used, as this is only a model. In a clean

flow, however, the assumptions associated with this model will still hold well.

6 Safety

As with all experiments, safety is of paramount importance. During the execution

of the experiment, caution will be exercised when working with the wind tunnel. The

apparatus will only be modified when the tunnel is powered down, including

modifications to the program. To avoid large aerodynamic forces, the range of angles of

attack that the wing can move to will be limited. This will be done both in the software

(using the angle check mentioned in section 4.2.3) and the hinge between the bracket and

the wing will be designed to also limit the angle of attack by using a physical stop. By

employing this double safety check, the magnitude of the angle of attack of the wing

should never exceed 15˚.
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When modifying any of the electrical connections being used, the system will first

be powered down. The reasons for this are two fold. Firstly this avoids the risk of electric

shock, and secondly this procedure avoids the risk of damaging the electronics in the DA

and AD boards.

To ensure that the model remains attached to the load cell, a high strength bolt will

be used, and in-between test runs the tightness of this bolt will be checked to ensure that

it has not worked loose at all.

During the construction of the test rig, all proper safety procedures for the

workshop will be adhered to. This is especially important as some very powerful

machinery will be used, such as the CNC cutter and the water cutter.

7.0 Planning

7.1 Facilities and Resources

The tests are to be carried out in the Wright Brothers Wind Tunnel, and this will be

required for a week, if schedules permit this. At least three days will be required as an

absolute minimum.

The construction of the experimental rig will require the use of the machining

facilities in the MIT Gelb laboratory. The machine shop will be used to construct the

wing and bracket. The CNC cutter and the water jet cutter will need to be used, along

with the standard machining tools.

In addition to the built-in load cell, Digital-to-Analogue (DA)  and Analogue-to-

Digital (AD) boards will also be needed. Rather than using two separate boards, a single
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Data Acquisition (DAQ) board can be used. MIT already owns a suitable board

manufactured by National Instruments. Crucially, this is already linked to LabVIEW and

offers an adequate number of channels and resolution to meet the requirements of the

control system.

7.2 Budget

The overall budget for the project is presented in Table 2.

Table 2: Budget

Item Availability Quantity Unit cost Total cost

Wright Brothers

Wind Tunnel

MIT 5 days $3000 Donated

Machine Shop MIT 5 days ? Donated

DAQ Board MIT 1 $2700 Donated

Foam MIT/Order Misc. $10/block Donated

Metal MIT/Order 2kg $75 $150

Misc. screws, glue MIT Misc. $1-$5 Donated

Total $150

The most expensive item to be bought would be the DAQ board, at $2700.

However MIT already owns such boards, and will donate one for the purposes of this

project.

The greatest single cost would be the cost of hiring the wind tunnel (currently at

$3000/day) but again this will be donated by MIT. Similarly the use of the machine shop
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is offered gratis. Additional costs are outlined in Table 2, leading to a total budget of

$150. The cost of the metal is an estimate, and it may be possible to find a suitable piece

of scrap metal in the Gelb Lab, in which case this cost will not exist. Note that if MIT

were not able to donate all their resources, the budget would be nearer $20,000.

7.3 Time Schedule

The schedule for next year (2002 Spring term) is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: 16.622 Schedule
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Construction of the wing and bracket will begin immediately, followed shortly by

the writing of the LabVIEW programs. By the end of February the construction will have

been completed. The integration of hardware and software will be done in the time

leading up to the first oral progress report in March. This involves hooking up the

computer to the actuator and load cell, and calibrating the system. The wind tunnel tests

are scheduled to be performed in the 3rd week of March.  This allows for extra time if any

problems arise before the last day to collect data arrives. By the time of the second oral

progress report all the test runs will have been carried out, and all the data collected.

Following the Spring Break the data will be analyzed, leading into the final report.
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